Modulation of human risky decision making by flunitrazepam.
GABA-modulating drugs produce disinhibitory effects that increase the probability of risk-taking behavior. Previous reports suggest that the misuse of the benzodiazepine flunitrazepam is associated with several forms of harmful risky behavior, including theft, violence, and intoxication-related auto accidents. The present study examined the dose-response relationships between acute flunitrazepam administration and human decision making under conditions of risk. The analyses also examined flunitrazepam-mediated changes in decision-making processes using a computational modeling approach, the expectancy valence model (EVM). Using a laboratory measure of risky decision making designed to address acute drug effects, 12 adults were administered placebo, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mg/70 kg flunitrazepam in a within-subject, repeated measures counterbalanced design. Flunitrazepam was compounded and doses were administered in an 8-oz liquid solution. Primary data analyses examined subjective effects, response rates, distribution of choices between the risky and nonrisky option, and personality correlates related to peak drug effects. Individual-subject data were submitted to a computational modeling analysis (EVM) that provided parameter estimates corresponding to components of valence; updating expectancies about alternatives (learning/memory); and consistency between choices and expected outcomes (sensitivity to learned outcomes). Flunitrazepam produced dose-related changes in subjective effects and response rates, and increased selection of the risky response option. High doses significantly changed decision-making processes related to the learning/memory and consistency parameters. At sufficiently high doses, flunitrazepam can engender increases in risky decision making. Globally, these changes appear similar to previous effects we have observed after acute administration of alcohol and alprazolam. As suggested by the EVM outcomes, the mechanisms underlying the changes in risky decision making are more similar to alprazolam than alcohol.